Digital Banking Maturity
2020
How Italian players are responding to their customers’
increasing needs for digital banking experiences

Key Takeaways of the 4th Global edition
Digital Banking Maturity
identifies champions and leading
practices worldwide

Covid-19 has changed banking and
fast-tracked development of digital
channels

Covering 318 banks from 39 countries worldwide, and
14 banks in Italy, DBM analyses digital retail banking in
3 channels, based on an outside-in ‘mystery shopper’
assessment of digital functionalities, customer needs
research and UX evaluation

02

Digital champions outperform
peers on the basis of cost/income
and ROE globally

01

60% of banks have closed or shortened opening hours of
branches but many have also implemented new digital
features, such as fully digital processes, e.g. account
opening (34%), remote identification & verification (23%)
and contactless payments (18%)

Digital champions all over the world don’t only lead
their peers in number of digital functionalities along
the customer journey, those that are incumbents
outperform other incumbents in their country on
average on both C/I (-4.0 p.p.) and ROE (+1.9 p.p.)

05

04

03

06

Italian banks are closing current
gaps in their digital processes in
order to serve customers’ needs

Italian banks, particularly
champions, are undertaking
digital change and innovation

Digital champions know UX is a
key differentiator driving
customer satisfaction in Italy

Italian digital champions are investing in their E2E sales
processes and functionalities’ digitalization to better
serve online customers, thus resulting in an increase of
their gap with latecomers, e.g. 74% vs 32% for account
opening process, 60% vs 17% for customer on-boarding
and guidance to new users, and 63% vs 22% for personal
finance management

New functionalities and services are increasingly gaining
interest for Italian digital champions, that have started
to integrate their offerings and can still leverage on
further opportunities of growth, e.g. 42% for
bancassurance, 43% for beyond banking, and 50% for
investment services

Italian digital champions and smart followers (5 out of
14 assessed banks) ranked amongst top players for
analysed UX scenarios. There are still large gaps in
terms of scenario score between champions and
latecomers, e.g. opening an account (11 vs 5), internet
banking on-boarding (7 vs 2), buy an insurance product
(4 vs 0)

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Agenda

LIVING IN THE NEW NORMAL

1.

−How are banks responding to challenges caused by the Covid-19
pandemic?
ABOUT THE STUDY

2.

−How to identify Digital champions worldwide to learn from them?
INSIGHTS FROM THE DIGITAL LEADERS

3.

−Where are Digital champions ahead and where are they investing
now for the future? Which innovations are gaining traction
globally?
INSIGHTS ON THE ITALIAN MARKET

4.

−What is the digital status of Italian banks?
STRATEGY FOR THE FUTURE

DBM 2020
Digital Banking Maturity 2020 is the 4th

5.

−How are digital investment priorities influenced by the local
competitive landscape?

edition of the largest global
benchmarking of digital retail banking

channels, answering what leaders are
doing to win in the digitalization race.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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2020 brought a number of challenges for banks, fast-tracking digital (r)evolution
Illustrative
Social lockdowns

“Coronavirus: Digital
banking is no longer
optional”
April 14th, Euromoney

Interest rates
reduction

Loan defaults

“World’s Banks
Brace for Rise
in Loan
Defaults”

”Negative Interest
Rate May Not Help
In Economic
Recovery From
COVID-19”

April 17th, US News

May 19th, Forbes

2020

April

May

”41% of employees
likely to continue
remote working
after pandemic”
April 15th,

Gartner

”Coronavirus: will
call centre workers
lose their 'voice' to
AI?”
April 22th,

Profitability hurdles

Global recession
forecasts

Slow revenue recovery
in Europe

”Banks may not be
profitable until
2025 even as
major economies
recover”

”World Bank
forecasts worst
recession in eight
decades on COVID19”

”European Banks
face slow revenue
recovery after
pandemic shock”

“Banks stand by
their customers in
the second wave of
Covid-19”

May 22nd, Business
insider
June

June 8th, BNN Bloomberg

September 10th, Fitch
Ratings

November 20th, European
Banking Federation

”'Phygital': a banking
strategy for the new
isolation economy”
June

5th,

Financial

World Economic
Forum

Times

Remote working

Customer preferences changes

Process automation

Branches remodelling

Revenue compression

September

”COVID speeds up
digital banking
revolution in 10 weeks
not five years”
8th,

June
The Sydney
Morning Herald

Digitalization fast
track

October

November

”Banks stay bullish
despite worsening
pandemic”
October 30th,

Second wave

Financial
Times

Future optimism

December

“The coming Covid19 credit crunch”
December 2nd, The World
Bank

Global financial crisis

Operating model transformation

Source: Press
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Covid-19 related restrictions triggered immediate actions from banks

L I M I TAT I O N S D U E T O C O V I D - 1 9

60%
of banks closed or shortened opening hours
of branches

11%

NEW F U NC T IONS IM P L EM ENT ED D U E TO C OVID - 19

41%

34%

25%

of banks increased limit of
contactless payments

of banks implemented fully
digital processes (product
opening etc.)

of banks introduced
appointment bookings in
branches

24%

23%

18%

of banks enabled donations
to NGOs, social actions etc.

of banks introduced digital
ID&V methods

of banks launched
contactless payment
methods

of banks turned-off selected methods of
account opening

6%
of banks suspended account openings or
limited access to products for new clients

1.

Source: Survey conducted in June-August 2020 in ’mystery shopper’ assessment on a sample of 256 banks participating in 2020 edition.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Customers’ needs are also changing, as well as their ask in terms of digital banking services and
products
The evolution of customers’ expectations from digital banking products and services

01

Older and wealthier customers are
more willing to digitally engage

As the pandemic forced people to spend more time
at home and reduced the willingness or the
possibility to visit branches, customers turned more
frequently to mobiles to interact with their bank

02

Covid-19 has created new opport. to
invest and actively manage wealth

Digital banking goes beyond online or mobile saving
and lending, but is expected to enable customers
make their money work smarter, through digital
investments and wealth mgmt. services

03

Younger customers look to pay even
more for banking services

61% of customers are willing to pay for digital
banking services and, among those, younger
customers (18 – 24 yo) are ready to pay the highest
price

55+%

+15%
for 45y+

hidden
fees

+13p.p.
for less
45y

35+%
top
of mind

+30%
for 18-24y

57%
GenY
pure
Digital

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
Source: Doblin Report, “how to monetize your digital bank? The path to a viable digital banking offering in times of COVID-19”

Subscription-based services must
offer transparency and
cancellation flexibility

04

Customers’ main concerns related to a subscription
model are hidden fees and charges, forgetting to
cancel the subscription , and no longer finding the
features useful in the future

Complementary loyalty benefits and
reward programs are expected

05

While loyalty and rewards programs require
investment, it can also be used as an acquisition
play to build a strong digital customer base

Younger customers value social
impact and environmental causes
with their digital banking experience

06

Banks targeting Gen Z or millennials can
deepen engagement by creating strong financial
product value propositions centered on social
impact and environmental causes
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Challenger banks are adopting new digital business models, thus pressuring incumbents’ profit pools,
acquiring rapidly new customers with competitive offerings >> 25% of Deposits by 2025
Digital Challengers
New (Digital) Banking Business Models

Customer Type

Product Evolution

ATTRACT CUSTOMERS AND
BUILD THE BRAND
Monetize the core product for net
interest and interchange revenue,
likely through a deposit account with
a debit card

DIVERSIFY REVENUE
STREAMS
Monetize value-added services and
new products, including subscriptionbased services, small loans and
investments

Non-interest income

Net interest income

90 – 100%

0 – 10%

70 – 80%

20 – 30%

30 – 40%

60 – 70%

Cash withdrawal

 Consumer only

 Checking, savings, debit

Interest

Foreign Exchange
Interchange

 Checking, savings, debit
 Consumer only
 Small business

 Credit, personal loans,
investment, value added
services

3rd party
marketplace/referral
Instant cash advances
Freemium subscription
models
Financial advice

GROW BUSINESS PORTFOLIO
 Consumer only
AND LENDING VOLUMES
Monetize from diversified set of
products and platforms, focusing on
loans, platform, or banking-as-aservice, and business banking

Revenue streams

 Small business
 Midsize and
commercial

 Checking, savings, debit
 Credit, personal loans,
investment, value added
services
 Large loans, integrated
software, platform-as-aservice, …

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
Source: Doblin Report, “how to monetize your digital bank? The path to a viable digital banking offering in times of COVID-19”

Multitiered/ flexible
subscription model

Diversified product suite
Banking as-aservice/ecosystem plays
Business banking
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Digital Banking Maturity is a global accelerator helping banks respond to such changes and the evolving
Customer
competition dynamics
journey steps
Functionalities
benchmarked

6
Banks
assessed

1.1k+

318
Markets
covered

Customers
surveyed

Customer
journey
sections

Mystery shopper
researchers

39

4.9k

17

180+

Digital Banking Maturity is the biggest
global digital banking study, providing a
comprehensive outside-in ’mystery
shopper’ assessment of retail banks’

digital channels and furthering
discussion about future developments.

Digital
channels

3
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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With this 4th edition, the study is able to identify key digital trends shaping the banking industry
worldwide
Digital Banking Maturity’s timeline…

…and global reach

2016 – 1 country (Poland), 15 banks
Thought leadership material for European
Financial Congress

2017 – 16 countries (CE), 115 banks
Covering 15 additional CE countries and 100
banks

2018 – 38 countries (EMEA), 248 banks
From 1 country to 38 in just 2 years to become
pioneers in assessing banks’ digital appetite
NORTH
AMERICA

2020 – 39 countries (Global), 318 banks
Biggest global digital banking study with 4th
edition, allowing for analysis of key trends
among banks worldwide
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

Peru
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In order to compare digital maturity levels between banks we assessed three components, thus
obtaining four clusters of players, labelling “Digital Champions” the best performers within the panel
Key drivers of analysis

Functionalities
Benchmarking

Analysis of 1108 digital
functionalities through ‘mystery
shopper’ approach on real retail
current accounts in each bank

DBM
BENCHMARK
An exhaustive overview of
digital maturity between banks

Customer needs
research

Based on DBM benchmark and UX
assessment’s results, it is possible to
identify 4 groups of global banks that differ
in their level of digital maturity

 Digital latecomers
 Digital adopters

Survey-based research focused on
identifying 26 most important
banking activities and preferred
channels (branch, Internet, mobile)

 Digital smart followers
 Digital champions

UX
ASSESSMENT
User experience
study

Analysis of customers perception of
user experience in 19 identified
scenarios at all stages of the
relationship with a bank

Assessment of digital banking
channels from customer

experience perspective

Deloitte has been using a proprietary scoring methodology since 2016 to assess
and weight each analyzed component in order to obtain significant results that are
summarized and organized in a global index and report

See Annex for the study’s methodological details

Note: Complementary assessment comprise KPIs and Covid-19 response surveys
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Incumbent champions achieve better economic returns on average than incumbent peers –e.g. C/I (-4.0
p.p.) and ROE (+1.9 p.p.)

Selected KPIs of incumbents: average difference to incumbent peers 2, p.p.

81%
of Digital champions are Incumbents1

1.9 p.p.

ROE

ROA

Cost/income

1.
2.

0.2 p.p.

-4.0 p.p.

Incumbents – banks with long-established position on the market. Challengers – relatively small bank competing with large long-established banks.
Average difference to peers – peers are incumbent banks in the same country that were covered in the DBM survey.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Along the customer journey, champions lead the way especially in expand relationship…

% of functionalities offered by banks 1
Digital
latecomers

Top categories

Digital
adopters

Digital
smart followers

Digital
champions

Advantage of champions
over latecomers2

Availability of information
Opening process
Channels accessibility
Guidance for new users
Account and product mgmt.
Authorization
Card management
Customer support
Personal finance management (PFM)
Transfers and payments
Bancassurance
Beyond banking
Ecosystem and account aggregation
Investment services
Product x-sell (basic)
Product x-sell (complementary)
Account closing

1.
2.

1.6x
2.8x
1.4x
1.8x
2.7x
1.8x
4.8x
1.7x
2.9x
1.9x
3.5x
6.2x
5.7x
4.2x
2.5x
2.4x
7.1x

Data for 313 out of 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition.
Ratio of functionalities % between Digital champions and Digital latecomers score.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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...which, together with products & personal finance management, was the key investment priority in the
last 2 years of champions
Digital champions increase in advantage over peers
difference between % of functionalities in 2018-2020 between Digital champions and others, p.p.

Where have Digital champions
gained the biggest advantage
over peers in the last 2 years?
16%
14%

13%

13%
10%

10%

11%

10%

Account closing

15%

14%

X-sell (complementary)

15%

8%

X-sell (basic)

Investment services

Ecosystem and account agg.

Beyond banking

Bancassurance

Transfers and payments

PFM

Card management

Authorization

Account and product mgmt.

Guidance for new users

Channels accessibility

Opening process

Availability of information
1.

5%

5%

4%

Customer support

6%
4%

Expand relationship functionalities (avg. 13
p.p. advantage) has been a top priority for
Digital champions, especially partnership
ecosystem and account aggregation (16 p.p.
advantage). Champions have also widened
their lead over other banks in account and
product management (15 p.p.) and PFM (15
p.p.).

Based on the data for 152 banks which participated in 2018 and 2020 edition.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Champions mostly outperform peers, particularly latecomers, by offering value-added services and
leveraging on partnerships
Ref. Annex

Main evidences from the study
Key numbers (not exhaustive)
Digital latecomers

Account Opening
Channels

Personal Finance
Management (PFM)

 Digital champions are more inclined, when compared to
digital latecomers, to offer end-to-end current account
opening to their customers, through both mobile (11x) and
internet channel (2.9x)

Digital champions

Internet channel

Mobile channel
55%

58%

2.9x

11x

20%

5%

 Digital champions deliver a more value added service of
PFM than latecomers (5.4x) thanks to the implementation
of both engagement drivers (e.g. budget notifications) and
x-sell boosters (e.g. measures of financial health)

Slide #33

% of functionalities offered by banks1
90%
5.4x
17%

Slide #34

1.
2.

Ecosystems vs
Services for
customers

 While ecosystems are widespread among digital
champions, the introduction of services visible to
customers has been relatively slow, even if greater when
compared to digital latecomers (between 4x and 18x)

FinTech
partnerships

 Digital champions tend more than peers to build and
leverage on FinTech partnerships, particularly in the
payments (87% of responding banks) and authorisation
(68% of responding banks) areas

% of banks1 offering functionalities for
35%

32%

2%

4%

2%

Marketplaces with
other providers

Account aggregation

Initiation of payment
from another account

8%

Slide #35

% of banks with FinTech partnership2
58%

68%
55%

9%

9%

Wealth
Mgmt

Blockchain

45%

87%

55%

18%

14%

17%

PFM

Lending

Authorisation

40%

Payments

Slide #36

Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition
Data for 313 out of 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Champions enhance sales and brand advocacy by providing human customer experience

Champions leverage UX to gain
competitive advantage
Mastering connection and interaction in the digital
environment is crucial for organisations. Customer
expectations are increasing, so the focus is shifting from
delivering good customer experience to shaping human
experience.
Considering that the emotional responses to ads boost
intent to buy by a factor of 3 to 1, customer experience
is a key competitive advantage.

1.
Source: Temkin Group Experience Ratings
2.
Source: Medallia Analysis HBR.ORG
3.
Source: Psychology Today
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

Annual customer revenue increase per customer1

2.4x

1.3x

1.8x

1.9x

8

9

1.5x

1.0x

1-3

4-6

7

10

Customers who have positive experiences are2:

15X

8X

7X

more likely

more likely

more likely

to recommend

to trust

to purchase
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Champions deliver the best UX in account opening, transfers, and buying a credit product

User experience
along the customer
journey
A global assessment of 19 user
scenarios reflecting 10 areas of
customer activity provides insight
into the development of UX along
the customer journey

% of UX-related functionalities offered by banks1

Digital champions

Digital latecomers

79%
71%

67%

61%

75%

65%

+25p.p.
+30p.p.
+48p.p.

44%

54%

48%
38%
45%

44%
38%

22%
30%
23%

7%
1. Gather
account
information

1.

2. Open an
account

3. Onboarding

4. Report
lost card

5. Make a
transfer

6. Buy an
insurance

11%

2%

7. Use beyond
8. Add
9. Buy a credit
banking
accounts from
product
services
other banks

5%
10. Close an
account

Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition. UX score based on 209 unique functionalities. 65% of Digital
champions have been classified in top10% of banks by UX score.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Value added services are another source of significant differentiation for champions
Top41 value added services by category, % of banks offering given functionalities2
Digital latecomers
Loyalty program

58%

Mobile phone top-ups

Buying gift cards

Buying parking and transport tickets
Paying for motorway access

Value added services do not yet play a critical role in the
customer value proposition but they are typically

MOBILITY

77%

25%

Special discounts and promotions

COMMERCIAL

Digital champions

82%

16%
1%

79%

16%

Booking hotels, flights, trains 0%

Cloud storage

2%

Credit scoring

2%

business

42%

1%

1%

core banking

13%

7%

Buying access to airport lounges

Low distance from

24%
10%

leveraged, especially by banking players, as acquisition
hooks.
In the world of low interest rates, banks seek a shift from

AUXILIARY SERVICES

Concierge services 0%

27%
24%
6%

interest income to fee-based non- interest revenue.
Buying tickets for cinema or theatre 0%

Beyond banking services can help banks that successfully

Buying tickets for social events 0%

monetize VAS potential

ENTERTAINMENT

PUBLIC SERVICES
1.
2.

18%
13%

Accessing video-on-demand

1%

3%

Ordering books or e-books

0%

2%

Applying for social benefits

1%

11%

Checking social insurance status

0%

11%

Company registration

0%

Subimitting PIT form

1%

6%

High distance from
core banking business

2%

Data for 313 out of 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition.
Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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In Italy, the study has overall analyzed a large set of banking Players representing an highly
representative business sample…
DBM perimeter of analysis
The panel is composed by players which can be classified in the following categories


Traditional banks



Online banks



FinTech players

Key data on analyzed players’ market share

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

~83%

Total bank loans

~66%

Direct bank deposits

~60%

Operating profits

~90%

Employees

(~50 €B)

~33%

Digital clients for
FinTech players (~ 1 M)

~45%

Branches and offices
across Italy (~11 k)

(~1.400 € B)

(~1.200 € B)

(~250 K)
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…among which around 30% performed as smart followers or digital champions
See next slides for detailed results and key
contacts for additional information

DBM index1
Digital
latecomers

Digital
adopters

Digital
smart followers

Digital
champions

Defined as Top10%
of banks2

On average, Italian players improved their DBM index if compared to 2018 results, moving to the more mature digital cluster…

Digital
adopters

27%

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

39%
1.
2.

Digital smart
followers

35%

48%

DBM index measures maturity for channels and products offered by a bank. Data for 313 out of 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition.
Selection of 31 banks defined as Digital champions.

Digital
champions

43%

55%
19

% Average DBM Index 2018

% Average DBM Index 2020
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Italy’s DBM score for CJ steps follows global average and is still improvable to achieve
the best country’s standards
DBM score by CJ step, %
Based on 1108
functionalities and UX
features (6 customer
journey steps) scored
according to global
weights

73%

58%

-6 p.p.

45%

50%
44%

The global average
has increased twice
as Italy from 2018
to 2020 (from 16%
to 40%)

40%

+12 p.p.

68%

Italy strongly
increased from
2018 to 2020 while
the global average
remained the same
(52% in 2018)

66%

66%

+11 p.p.

50%

49%
38%

+4 p.p.

42% 40% 44%

46%

32%

+4 p.p.

24%

20%

18%

22%
+6 p.p.

15%

11%
5%

Best country - 2020
Global average - 2020
Italy - 2018
Italy - 2020

Information
gathering

Account
opening

Customer
onboarding

Day-to-day
banking

Expand
relationship

End
relationship

Difference (p.p.) Italy
2020 vs Italy 2018
Note: To improve comparability, the results presented on this slide are calculated based on global average weights. Results for banks in the country on the following slides are prepared with local weights,
based on responses from the country's consumer survey
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Italian customers still mainly prefer the internet over the mobile channel to perform banking-related
activities, nevertheless day-to-day activities are definitely becoming mobile first
Customer preferences of performing activities in digital channels: Mobile vs. Internet1
Internet

Looking for information about a current account

66%

Opening a current account and/or debit card

Making a payment/transfer
Checking current balance or transaction history
Managing an account
Managing a payment card
Managing personal finances

Managing different banking channels

21%
51%

31%

69%
70%
54%
63%

50%

30%
46%
37%
50%

Mobile

Applying for an overdraft

71%

29%

Applying for a credit card

70%

30%

Applying for a personal loan

77%

23%

Applying for a mortgage

79%

21%

Looking for savings product information

77%

23%

Opening a savings product

79%

21%

Looking for information about insurance

76%

24%

Opening an insurance product

80%

20%

Looking for customer support

69%

31%

Looking for investment product information

77%

23%

Performing currency operations

68%

32%

Opening an investment product

79%

21%

Interacting with bank via social media
Leveraging services from third-parties
Looking for lending product information

1.

34%

79%
49%

Internet

Mobile

50%

50%

66%
75%

34%
25%

Active investing

72%

28%

Opening/ information about private banking

75%

25%

Closing a current account

78%

22%

Customer research (CAWI) covered 541 respondents in Italy. Survey questions provided insights on customer preferences in 3 banking channels (presented data excluding branch preferences). Based
on questions: (1) Which of the channels is/would be your preferred choice for?
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The research allows the comparison among different players in the panel, by providing detailed
insights on the 3 assessed dimensions

Functionalities
Benchmarking

Digital Maturity Score, differentiating
elements among local competitors and
international best practices for each identified
customer journey category and for each Italian
bank in the study’s scope

DBM 2020
The research
provides detailed
results of each
assessed Italian
bank’s digital
maturity, allowing
different banking
players to compare
results among peers
based on the 3
components of
analysis

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

The study allows the comparison of
each player on different perimeters
of analysis, such as
Geography (e.g. Italy vs the
rest of the world)

Customer needs
research

Digital Maturity Score for each identified
customer journey step and investigated
channels (internet and public website, mobile)
and for each Italian bank in the study’s scope

User experience
study

Presence/ coverage of UX-related
functionalities and corresponding score for the
identified scenarios, through both mobile and
desktop channel, for each Italian bank in the
study’s scope

Cluster of player (e.g. digital
champion vs latecomer)

Type of player (e.g.
traditional, digital, hybrid)
See slide #24 for key contacts to have
additional information on the study
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DBM helps banks understand the digital competitive landscape of their country…

Country digital disparity

(the gap between and highest and lowest score within
the country2)

High

Digitally developing country with
high diversity among banks

Digitally advanced country
dominated by key market leaders

How does DBM provide insight
into the local competitive
landscape?
Digitally developing country with
potential to leapfrog competition

Digitally advanced country with
fierce competition

DBM analyses individual bank positioning
in comparison to local competitors across
3 dimensions:
Customer Journey

Country digital maturity

High

Products

Channels

(average digital maturity within the country1)

1.
2.

Data for 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition.
To achieve comparable data, analysis is based on the results of top8 banks by % of functionalities in given market. Average of gaps to top1 player.
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…and accelerates digital strategy development from the perspective of three lenses

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES

• What’s desirable from a customer perspective?
• What needs to be true for users to want, find,
consume, and value the solution?

Customer
Is there demand?

• What channels and UX are most engaging for
customers? Do customers keep coming back
(‘stickiness’)?

• What emerging digital trends are relevant
for the local market?

• What will make customers love us?

• What international leading practices to
adopt to leapfrog local competitors?

LOCAL COMPETITION
• What features, products and services should
be offered?
• What to implement to catch up with the
market or to differentiate over competition?

• Where are Digital champions investing for
the future?
Competition
Define and prioritize
backlog

Industry trends
Be inspired by leading
practices

• What will bring meaningful upside over
competitors value proposition?
• Which functionalities can drive acquisition,
engagement, monetization?

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

I N T E R N AT I O NA L I N D U S T R Y
DIRECTION

• What innovations are gaining traction
globally?
• What partnerships to create to leverage
the ecosystem landscape?

A successful digital proposition is desirable, competitive
and informed by industry leading practice
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DBM can help both champions and latecomers to future-proof their digital strategy
What’s in it for the bank?
We know the digital maturity of retail banking channels
Gain insights into the positioning of an individual bank in comparison to local
and global leaders and key gaps.

Outcome: Identification of opportunities and strategic implications based on
individual bank’s positioning versus peers.

What is a digital ambition
workshop?
A dedicated workshop that discusses an individual bank’s
digital maturity in retail banking channels, competitive
positioning and which can help to identify potential
digital initiatives, based on gaps to local and global
leaders.

We’ve identified leading market practices worldwide
Learn more about the latest trends and developments in digital retail banking
channels.
Outcome: Introduction to trends, innovations and example use cases with
assessment of relevance for the individual bank.

We understand the importance of UX for customers
For more details, reach out to your local representative
on the following slides or dbmaturity@deloitte.com

Examine how UX features and functionalities are helping improve customer
satisfaction.
Outcome: Overview of leading UX market practices and identification of key
improvement areas from a customer perspective.

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Will you drive the
change or be
driven by it?
Feel free to reach us for more
information:

dbmaturity@deloitte.com

Website

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Partner
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Deloitte Digital
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Deloitte Digital

Monitor Deloitte

gtrapassi@deloitte.it

mpincetti@deloitte.it
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Special thanks to all the report’s contributors: Michel Bartolucci, Costanza Rigoni, Nathan Boccia, Gianluca Gabbiani, Ingrid Lobao Da Silva, Davide
Mascaro, Stefano Mangini, Leonardo Papaveri
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Weights are applied so that scores reflect the significance, as well as the number, of implemented
functionalities
The significance of functionalities varies greatly within the questionnaire so each question was assigned a unique weight.
Weights components

I

Functionality
assessment
Verification of
availability of 1108
functionalities in every

covered bank

II

III

Customer usage

Customer channel
preferences

Relevance of
functionalities

Prioritization of
product opening
methods

Assessment of

Assessment of

For majority of

For product opening

functionalities in terms

functionalities in terms

functionalities - relevance methods – prioritization

of frequency of use by

of channel preferences

for banking channels

of digital opening

based on level of global

methods

customers

Functionality
score

adoption by banks

Consumer surveys
(internal & external)
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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Usage and channel preferences were evaluated based on customer survey with 4900 respondents

4900 respondents answers on CAWI survey questions provided insights on customer preferences on 26 activities mapped with customer journey steps in 3 banking
channels.

1
How often are you
performing the following
banking activities?

26
activities

Information
gathering

Account
opening

Customer
onboarding

Day-to-day
banking

Expand
relationship

End
relationship

2
Which of the channels
is/would be your preferred
choice for each of the
following banking services?

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

3
channels
Branch

Banking via
PC/laptop

Banking via
smartphone
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We analysed 1100+ functionalities to track the customer journey focusing on day-to-day banking and
expanding relationship

Customer Journey sub-category

Customer Journey step

XX

1.
2.

25

Information
gathering
Availability of
information

56

Account opening

Opening process

64

498

Customer
onboarding
Channels accessibility
Guidance for new users

Day-to-day
banking
Account & product
management

454

Expand
relationship
Product x-sell (basic)1

Authorization

Product x-sell
(complementary)2

Card management

Bancassurance

Customer support

Investment services

Personal finance
management

Beyond Banking

Transfers and payments

# of benchmarked functionalities

11

End relationship

Account closing

Ecosystem and account
aggregation

Product x-sell (basic) includes: debit card, credit card, overdraft, cash loan, cheque, bank draft.
Product x-sell (complementary) includes: car loan, mortgage, currency account, saving account, term deposit, private banking account.
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Presence of UX-related functionalities was measured along persona user scenarios, at all the stages of
relationship with a bank

19

scenarios

that cover

10

9 desktop
10 mobile

processes

represented by

4

personas
We have assigned one of 4 personas to
each scenario. The personas differ in
age, career stage and level of
technological advancement which
influences their consumer behaviour

II

Scenarios

Scores

We created 19 scenarios to examine step by step
actions that customers are taking during
representative processes from all of the stages of
relationship with a bank. These scenarios should be
treated as examples and do not reflect local specifics
and regulations e.g. multi-factor authentication

The steps in scenarios are related to the
questions from the DBM questionnaire.
The results in bar charts show scenario
coverage (presence of UX-related
functionalities) of particular banks

© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.
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We used internationally recognized framework to benchmark UX of mobile banking apps
I

Attractiveness
Overall impression of the product.
Do users like or dislike the
product?

II

III

Perspicuity
Is it easy to get familiar with the
product? Is it easy to learn how to
use the product?

IV

Source: Deloitte analysis on the basis of M. Schrepp, A. Hinderks, J. Thomaschewski, www.ueq-online.org,
used upon a permission of the authors.
© 2021 Deloitte Italy. All rights reserved.

V

Can users solve their tasks without
hassle?

Translated into 20 languages and described
in more than 20 scientific papers UEQ is
widely-used since 2005.
It enables to benchmark in efficient way a
lot of banking applications and easily
quantify and compare results.

Efficiency

Stimulation
Is it exciting and motivating to use
the product?

VI

Novelty
Is the product innovative and
creative? Does the product catch
the interest of users?

Dependability
Does the user feel in control of the
interaction?
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The mobile channel is as important as internet for champions in account opening

% of banks offering end-to-end current accounts (CA) opening method1

Digital latecomers

Mobile
channel

Digital champions

Internet
channel

55%
58%

20%

% of banks offering remote CA opening methods1

Digital champions

Picture of ID card

52%

Video conference

27%

Showing ID to courier

27%

E-signature

13%

Auth. via log in to another bank

13%

5%

End-to-end current account opening

1.

Penny transfer

10%

Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition.
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Champions deliver much more value-added PFM thanks to engagement drivers and x-sell boosters

Personal Finance Management

% of Digital champions offering given functionalities1

% of functionalities offered by banks1

Engagement drivers

90%
43%

X-sell boosters
41%

39%

5.4x
21%
16%

15%

Contextual
offer

Financial
projections4

17%

Digital
latecomers

1.
2.
3.
4.

Digital
champions

Setting
financial
goals2

Managing
transaction
categories3

Budget
notifications

Saving and
investing
advice

13%

Measuring
financial
health

Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition.
Average for setting and tracking savings goals, setting own financial goals, setting savings goals events and notifications.
Average for automatic categorization, manual change of categories, learning categorization system, adding own categories, adding and changing rules of categorization, transaction split.
Average for estimation of upcoming expenses and short-term cash flow projections.
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Ecosystems are widespread among champions but the introduction of services visible to customers has
been relatively slow

% of banks offering given functionality1

Digital latecomers

Digital champions

Services

Ecosystem
100%
61%

35%

API for developers

2%

Marketplaces with financial
services from other providers

94%
30%

FinTech accelerator
program/hackathon

32%
4%

Account aggregation

66%
39%

Fintech

1.
2.

partnerships diversity2

2%

8%

Initiation of a payment from
another account

Data for 31 banks classified as Digital champions and 93 banks classified as Digital latecomers which participated in 2020 edition.
Average score for 29 banks classified as Digital champions and 42 banks classified as Digital latecomers which have any type of Fintech partnership. Bank with 100% score has 6 types of partnership.
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The most common areas of FinTech partnerships are payments and authorisation

% of banks with FinTech partnership by area1
100%

Payments

Authorisation
Wealth management
Lending
Blockchain
PFM

0%
Digital
latecomers

1.

Digital
adopters

Digital
smart followers

Digital
champions

Data for 313 out of 318 banks which participated in 2020 edition.
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